
Pikes Peak Rosin Press
The Pikes Peak rosin press will take your solvent-less concentrate 
production to the next level. Made in Denver, Colorado, each Pikes Peak 
features only the highest quality components available and operates with a 
USA fabricated 5 ton oil-less, maintenance-free cylinder. Built for years of 
continuous operation, the Pikes Peak gives you precise control over every 
aspect of your rosin extraction process.

Easy to Use Precise Control

Pays for Itself in Days Made in Colorado$

We at Essential Extracts believe that the PurePressure units are top of the line! We only strive for the highest 
quality in everything we do and the Pikes Peak rosin press with the Dual Pressure modification has allowed us 
to meet and exceed our standards.“ ”

- Nick Tanem | @Nikka_T 

Industry Leading Quality
•   Full 12 month warranty | Lifetime guarantee against structural failure

•   Most owners make their money back in a week or less

•   The Pikes Peak can process 4 to 5lb of flower per day, or 8 to 12lb       

      of kief or hash

The PurePressure Pikes Peak rosin press takes the 
headache and guesswork out of making top-notch quality 
solvent-less rosin. With last run data accessible at the 
press of a button, you can quickly dial in the “sweetspot” 
for the material you are working with to produce the 
product your customers want. Inconsistency is now a 
thing of the past.

Based on extensive testing, the Pikes Peak routinely 
produces yields of 15-25% or more with quality flower 
and 30-60% yields with dry sift and bubble hash. This is 
because our engineers built the press from the ground 
up specifically for cannabis. Every feature, from pressure 
distribution to heat pleat design, was created with 
quality and yield as the objective.

Rosin commands top dollar and is in high demand among 
cannabis concentrate consumers. The Pikes Peak quickly 
realizes ROI while keeping long term operating costs 
low compared to hydrocarbon systems. No expensive 
solvents or pricey ventilation systems required, all while 
being virtually maintenance-free.

Each and every Pikes Peak rosin press is made by hand 
at our factory in Denver, Colorado. Designed with high-
quality components and built for reliability, the Pikes 
Peak is extremely safe and easy to operate. Additionally, 
owners receive free firmware updates for life. We are 
constantly improving and believe our customers deserve 
to achieve the highest productivity possible.

PurePressure |  gopurepressure.com

sales@gopurepressure.com

720-446-9565

gopurepressure.com



Equipment Cost
Approximate 
Processing 

Capacity per Press

Cycle Run Time 
(minutes)

*prep, press, 
harvest

Runs/Day
(8hrs)

Raw Material
Processed per
Day (LB/day)

(Flower / Kief & 
Hash)

Quality of 
Flower

Average Yield
(%)

Average Yield
per Press (g)

Average Yield
per Day (g/day)

Raw Material
Cost per Day

Pikes Peak $5,995 20 5 96 4.23 High 25% 5 480 $7,619

70 15 Mid 15% 3 288 $5,926

Kief / Hash Kief / Hash Low 10% 2 192 $4,233

Dry Sift or
Bubble Hash

Average Yield
(%)

Average Yield
per Press (g)

Average Yield
per Day (g/day)

Raw Material
Cost per Day

High 60% 42 4032 $81,261

Mid 45% 31.5 3024 $54,179

Low 30% 21 2016 $40,001

“Days Between Servicing” 1,825+ Rosin bag + parchment sheet cost/press $2.00 Average Material Costs

Days Between Servicing 1,825+ Rosin bag + parchment sheet cost/press $2.00 High quality flower/lb $1,800

Electrical Use per Hour (kW/h) 0.132 Electricity kW/h cost $0.10 Medium quality flower/lb $1,400

Cost of Labor per Day $128 Labor rate/hour $15 Low quality flower/lb $1,000

Rosin bags and Parchment Cost per Day $192.00 High quality dry sift / bubble hash/lb $5,485

Total Daily Operational Cost $319.51 Medium quality dry sift / bubble hash/lb $3,657

Material Costs (1 lb = 453.592 grams) Low quality dry sift / bubble hash/lb $2,700

With the Pikes Peak rosin press, a single operator can process nearly 4.3lbs of flower per day, or 8 - 12lb+ of kief or hash. 

*These estimates are based on our lab tests involving a single operator at a streamlined work station.

ROI & Pricing

Every Pikes Peak rosin press comes with a 
full detailed manual and most users reach full 
proficiency in using the press within a few 
hours or less. We’ll work with every customer 
to offer up suggestions and tips on where 
we’ve seen the best results so you can get the 
most out of your press immediately.

The cost of shipping is included in every Pikes Peak 
press purchase, which comes to you crated and fully 
insured. Every press comes with a 1 year warranty 
against manufacturers defects, but we fully anticipate 
at least 5 years of heavy operation without any major 
servicing. If you have any issues please don’t hesitate 
to contact us and we’ll take care of you.

An air compressor is required to use the Pikes 
Peak rosin press. PurePressure recommends 
an air compressor that can reach at least 145 
PSI, has a tank size or 30 gallons or more, and 
can output at least 1.7 CFM. We also sell top 
quality air compressors, so contact us to help 
you find the perfect fit for your operation, 
even if it isn’t from us.

Additional Details

Training & Proficiency Shipping & Warranty Air Compressor & Accessories

Product Input

Wholesale Rosin   Retail Rosin   

Price/Gram $25 Price/Gram $50

Daily Yield (g/day) Revenue Earned ($/day) Profit ($/day) ROI (days) Daily Yield (g/day) Revenue Earned ($/day) Profit ($/day) ROI (days)

High Quality Flower 480 $12,000 $4,061 1.5 480 $24,000 $16,061 0.4

Medium Quality Flower 288 $7,200 $954 6 288 $14,400 $8,154 0.7

Low Quality Flower 192 $4,800 $248 24.2 192 $9,600 $5,048 1.2

High Quality Dry Sift / Bubble Hash 4032 $100,800 $19,220 0.3 4032 $201,600 $120,020 0.0

Medium Quality Dry Sift / Bubble Hash 3024 $75,600 $21,102 0.3 3024 $151,200 $96,702 0.1

Low Quality Dry Sift / Bubble Hash 2016 $50,400 $10,080 0.6 2016 $100,800 $60,480 0.1
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ROI is Determined by the Desired Final Product

Note: these yield figures are variable and are dependent largely on the quality of the materials used.

Pro Tip: High Quality = High Yield

Operational Costs

Small buds, trim sifted kief, non-full melt bubble hash, or virtually 
any starting material can be profitably pressed into rosin.


